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ON REGULARLY BRANCHED THREE-SHEETED
COVERING RIEMANN SURFACES

BY BOO-SANG LEEI}

§ 1. Throughout this paper D denotes either the domain {^II^K^o} or
<oo}, and the notations Γ, m, N, Nz, Ni, Ni and T*, m*, etc. on meromorphic func-
tion in D are used in the sense of Nevanlinna [6].

Let R be a Riemann surface and ^Sl(R) the family of non-constant meromorphic
functions on R. For fzW(R) we define P(f) to be the number of values which
are not taken by / on R and denote suρ/€3RCR) P(f) by P(R). We call P(R) Picard's
constant of R, following Ozawa. Then for every open surface R we have

We confine our attention mainly to those open Riemann surfaces R that are
regularly branched three-sheeted covering surface defined by y*=g(z\ where g(z) is
a single-valued transcendental regular function in D having an infinite number of
simple or double zeros. In this case we say that g(z) is admissible for SS(D) where
Ss(D) denotes the class of all such surfaces R, and sometimes we simply say that
R is defined by y*=g(z). Then %/g(z) is a three-valued regular algebroid function
in D. Hence P(R)^6 from Selberg's theory [11].

In the present paper we shall characterize some of surfaces RcS3(D) in an
explicit form and study the existence problems of analytic mappings among them.
For such work we shall list some notations and lemmas.

LEMMA 1. 1. (Borel [1] -Nevanlinna [5]) Let aQ(z), a\(z\ • • • , an(z) be meromorphic
functions and g\(z), 02(2), • • • , gn(z) regular functions in ro^\z\<.oo. Further suppose
that for every j (j=Q, 1, • • • , n)

\v=ι

holds outside a set of finite measure. If the identity
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holds, then there are constants Ci, c2, •••, cn, not all zeros such that

From Lemma 1. 1 we have:

LEMMA 1. 2. Let a0(z), aι(z), •••, an(z) be meromorphic in r0^|^|<oo and eg^ be
transcendental regular function there satisfying T(r, aj(z)) = o(m(r, ^Cz))), /=0, 1, •••, n
as r-^oo outside a set of finite measure. If

Σ aj(z)e^=a,(z)
1=1

holds, then <Zj(z)=Q for all j (j=Q, 1, •••, n).

Two transcendental regular functions 0//C2° and eL^ in rQ ̂ \z\<oo are said to
be mutually dependent if m(r, eπ^~L^)—O (log r) outside a set of finite measure.

Suppose e11^ and £Lαo are two mutually dependent transcendental regular
functions in r0^\z\<oo and let

H(z)= Σ avz
v+a<>+ Σ a-vz~v and L(z)= Σ bvz

v+bo+ Σ b-vz~\
V=l ι>=l v=l v=l

We write

00 00

f f p = Σ a^vy Ho=a0 and HN= Σ a-vz~v.
v=l v=l

Ozawa proved the following lemma by using Lemma 1. 1.

LEMMA 1. 3. Let aj(z) (j=Q, 1, •••, n) be meromorphic and aj(z)^0 (^'=1, 2, •••, n)
in r0^|2|<oo satisfying T(r, aj(z))=O (log r) #s r-^oo. Let e°J^ O'=l, 2, •••, n) be
transcendental regular function there such that

3=1

Then the set {^C2r)}y=ι,2,...,n is divided into a finite number of groups each of which
consists of dependent functions, and aQ(z)=0.

LEMMA 1.4. (Hiromi and Ozawa [3]) Let L(z) and g(^)^0 be regular func-
tions in l^|z|<oo satisfying m(r, g)=o(m(r, eL)) as r-^oo outside a set of finite
measme. Then Nz(r, 0, eL—g) — m(r, eL) and Nι(r, 0, eL—g) — o(m(r, eLJ) as r^co
outside a set of finite measure.

LEMMA 1. 5. (Ozawa [8, 9]) Let G(z) be a transcendental regular function of
z in l±i|z|<oo with infinitely many zeros and h(z) regular there, then m(r, h)
= o(N(r, 0, G°h)) as r— >oo outside a set of finite measure.
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Let fι(z) and fz(z) be two meromorphic functions. Let N0(r, 0, flt /2) denote the
N-ίunction of common zeros of /ι(z) and /2(z). Niino proved the following:

LEMMA 1. β. (Niino [7]) Let H(z\ φj(z), (;=1, 2, •••, μ) and φ$(z) (k=l, 2, •-, v)
be regular functions in D satisfying m(r, φj)=o(m(r, eH)) (j=l, 2, •••, μ) and m(r, φξ)
= o(m(r, eH)) (k=l,2, ,v)as r-^oo outside a set of finite measure. If the polynomials

and

Q*(ti)=hv+φ*(zW~l+ - +φ*(z)

are irreducible and Qμ(eπ)*ϊQ*(eH), then

AΓ0(r, 0, Qμ(eH\ Q*(eH))=o(m(r, e"»

as r— >oo outside a set of finite measure.

§2. Let RζSs(D) be defined by y*=g(z). Let / be a three-valued regular
algebroid function in D which is single-valued regular on R, and let its defining
equation be

(2. 1) F(zy n=fs-s1(z)f2+s2(z)f-s,(z)=0>

where Sι(z), sz(z) and ss(z) are single-valued regular functions in D. Let ω^l be
a cubic root of 1. We put pι = (z, y\ pz=(z, ωy) and />3=(z, ω2y) and set

(2.2)

Then /ι(z) is a single-valued regular function in D, and /2(z) and /s(z) are single-
valued regular functions in D except for all the multiple zeros of g(z\ at which
fz(z) and fs(z) have poles at worst in such a way that if z0 is a zero of g(z) of order
3A+/(0^&, 0^/^2), then /2(z) has at worst a pole at z0 of order k and /8(z) has
at worst a pole at ZQ of order 2^ if /^=2 and 2^+1 if /=2.

From (2. 2) we have

(2. 3) f(PΪ=fι(z)+f*(*yu+f*(zW, where #=(«, ?/)•

Conversely, /(/>) defined by (2. 3) with /i, /2 and /3 having the described properties
in the above is regular on R, From (2. 3), we see that / satisfies the equation (2. 1)
with
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(2.4)

Muto [4] established a necessary and sufficient conditioh for the existence of an
analytic map between Ri and R2 when D1=D2={z\\z\<oo} and gt(z) (i=l, 2) has no
zeros other than an infinite number of simple or double zeros. We extend the
result as follows:

LEMMA 2. 1. A non-trivial analytic map φ of Rι into R2 exists if and only if
there exists a single-valued non-constant regular function h(z) in A such that either
v*(z)gι(z)=g2°h(z), or μ\z)gl(z)=g2°h(z\ where v(z) and μ(z) are single-valued mero-
morphic functions having the properties that their poles are all multiple zeros of
01(2) in such a way that if a is a zero of gλ(z) of order 3&+/(0^/^2) then a is at
worst a pole of \>(z) of order k and a is at worst a pole of μ(z) of order 2k for
/=0, 1 and 2k+l for 1=2.

In particular, if .D2={£|0<|2|<oo} then h(z) has the form zneκ^ where K(z) is
a single-valued regular function in D\ and n is an integer (»=0 when Dι = {z\\z\<oo}).

Proof. The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the proof due to
Mutδ [4].

If Dι=D2 then Ri and R2 are conformally equivalent if and only if h(z) in the
lemma is one-to-one and onto. Thus we have the following:

LEMMA 2. 2. Let RεSs(D) be defined by y*=g(z). Suppose v(z) and μ(z) have
the same properties as described in the Lemma 2. 1. If G\(z)=u\z)g(z) is admissible for
SΆ(D) and Ri^S^D) is defined by y* = Gι(z\ then R and Ri are conformally equivalent.
Similarly, if G2(z)= μ\z)g\z) is admissible for SΆ(D) and R2€Rz(D) is defined by
y*=G2(z), then R and R2 are conformally equivalent.

Proof. The proof follows directly from the fact that Gι(z)^=Gι°z and Gz(z)
-G2o^. (q.e.d.)

§3. In this section we begin with the special type of function Ω(z) given by

with the properties:
i) dj(z) (y=l, 2, •••, 16) is meromorphic and H(z\ L(z) are non-constant regular

functions in D with Ho=Lo=Q.
ii) If HP^Q then T(r, dj) = o(m(r, eπ)\ (y=l, 2, -, 16) and m(r, eH)~ m(r, eL\

and if HN**Q then Γ*(r, dj)=o(m*(r, eπ)\ (; = 1, 2, ••-, 16) and m*(r, eH)^m*(r, eL) as
γ— >oo outside a set of finite measure,
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We call d3 (/=!, 2, -••, 16) a coefficient and denote the term in Ω(z) with coef-
ficient dj by dj ehJH+lJL or simply d3A3. We set

A*={(dιβ), (di5, du), (dis, diz, du), (dw, dg, d8, dι\ (dβ, ds, d*), (ds, dz\ (di)}

and

A={(dt\ (A, rfn), (rfz, d8, du), (di, d5, dι2, d^\ (A, A, Λβ), (A, rfiβ), (Ao)}

If ^fc^0 and all other coefficients in the parenthesis in A* to which dk belongs
are identically zero, then we write dk=d£, and for the case of A we write djc=3it.

Set S*={dk\dk=d$} and S={dk\dk=3k}.

Under these notations and conditions on Ω(z), we have:

LEMMA 3.1. (i) Suppose Ω(z) = 0. Assume Hp^0. Then HP=—LP if S**φ,
and Hp=Lp if S^φ. If we assume HN^Q, then HN = —LN if S*=^0, and ΠN = LN
if S^φ. (ii) Ω(z)^Q if S**φ and S^ψ.

Proof. (1) Suppose that dtAi+djAj=Q with i*?j, di^O and dj^Q. Assume
Hp*ϊQ. Then die^-h^H=-djaJ'-l^L. Now

T(r,

and

T(r, -djeWOLMft-ljl+oMMr, e™).

Hence m(r, eHp)~m(r, eLp) gives \hi—hj\ = \li—lj\.
When hi—hj=lj—ll, we have HP=LP in Z). When Hi—hj=li—l3 we have

HP=—LP in Z>.
(2) Suppose £?(z)=0 with some Jί^O for some f. Assume Hp^0. Then we

claim that HP=LP or HP=—LP in D. To show this we first notice that di^O for
at least two i's (1^/^16). We may assume that di^O for at least two i's (2^f^l6).
Then we have

^ i ----- hΛr^*r+Λ=°» (^t^^j for 1^7 and k^2)

which is obtained from Ω(z)=Q by discarding all the terms dlA1'§ with ^=0 (7^2).
If <ίι^0 then by Lemma 1. 1 there are some constants Cf\ at least two of them
are not zero such that

If dι=Q then Σϊ=ιώί^ί=0 IΏ anY case we have

(3.1) Σd%Aki=Q (n^2, 4^0 for all fe(l^^n)).
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If ft=2 then we have the desired results by (1). Suppose ft>2. Write (3. 1)
into the form

and apply Lemma 1.1. Then there are some constants C£°, at least two of them
are not zero, such that

(3.2)
ri-1

Σ

Let Σiί=ιd%lAki=Q be the result obtained from (3. 2) after we discard all the
terms with Q°=0. Then clearly 2^r2<ft. If r2=2, then we have the desired
results. If r2>2 then we repeat the process until we end up with the form:
d^Aki+df^Akj=Q with i*j,d?>ι?Q and df^O. Then by (1) we have the results
as claimed.

(3) Suppose Ω(z)=0 and assume HP^Q. Let

(3. 3)

and

(3. 4) Cι=dι+dδe
Hx+L*+d1*e*H*+*L*+d1*e*H*+*Lx,

By direct computation and Lemma 1. 2, we see that £*=0 for all i (O^z'^
Hp=Lp, and a=Q for all i (O^ί^θ) if HP=-LP.

Suppose S*^F^ and assume ffp^0. Then ^eS* for some i and obviously J£^
Hence by (2), HP=LP or HP=-LP. But if HP=LP1 then ^=0 for all f (0^ι^

if
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Hence di=Q, a contradiction. Hence ffp=—Lp. Similarly, if S^φ and HP^Q then
Hp=Hp. Thus we proved the statement (i) in the lemma in the case Hp^ΰ.

(4) If HN^Q, then by interchanging p and N, and replacing m by m*, T by
Γ* in the above whole argument, we see that HN = —LN if 5*^=0, and HN=LN if

(5) Suppose S*^0 and S*φ. Assume β(z)=0. If £ΓP5 0 then HP=-LP and
Hp=Lp. Hence HP=Q, a contradiction. Hence ^=0 and HN^0. But then we
have again a contradiction. Thus Ω(z)^0. (q.e.d.)

LEMMA 3. 2. Let gι(z) (ί=l, 2) &£ defined in D by

with the properties: (i) Hi is an integer, BIJ(Z) O'=0, 1, 2, 3) meromorphic and Ht(z)
regular and non-constant in D such that HiQ=Q, Bu=l and Bio^Q. (ii) If Hιp^0
then m(r, eH^m(r, eH*) and T(r, BtJ)=o(m(r, eH*)\ C/=0, 1, 2) and if H1N^0 then
m*(r, eHί)-^m*(r, e1*2) and T*(r, Bij)=o(m*(r, eHi)) 0"=0, 1, 2) as r— >oo outside a set
of finite measure. Suppose that

(3. 5) gι(z)=f\z)g*(z\

where f ( z ) is meromorphic in D such that if Hιp^Q, then T(r, f/lf)=o(m(r, eHl)) and
if HiN**Q, then T*(r,f'/f)=o(m*(r, eHί)) as r ̂ oo outside a set of finite measure.
Then in D we have either

(3.6) Hι(z)=H2(z) and BIJ(Z)ΞΞ B2j(z)zWnι-n*> (;=0, 1, 2)

or

(3.7) Ά(z)^-H,(z) and B,j(z)= gc«-y)(»1+n2) (y=o, 1, 2).
-020(2:)

. By differentiating g1=f^g2f we have

Then this can be written as follows:

(3.8)

where if we set ajAj—ajeh3Hι+l3H*, then a}(z) is given by

(3. 9) a

(;•=!, 2, .-, 16).
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We first notice that from (3. 8) we have

177

(3.10) ff «,=0,
.7 = 1

for otherwise 0^0 for all j, and, in particular, «i6eS* and aw£S. Hence by
Lemma 3. 1, we have £(z)^0, a contradiction.

Suppose <2r/z)=0 and BihjBu^Q, then from (3. 9) and (3. 5) we have

(3. 11) = Σ ϊ BlkB2ιJz*nι+lJn*

Suppose £ιι^0. Then BuB2t**Q for (,=0, 3. Assume aj=0 for j =11, 3. Since
BlhjB2tj^Q for y=ll, 3, we have β/z)=0 for y=ll, 3. But in (3. 11) rfι6eS* and
di^S when /=11, and ΛeS* and dιo£S when /— 3. Hence by Lemma 3. 1 £?/0)^0
for y=ll, 3. This is a contradiction.

Hence tfn^O and #3^0, if #n^0. By a similar reasoning we have the follow-
ing table:

(3.12)

If Btj

Bn

Bl2

B2ι

822

^0 then tffc^O

#11, #3

#14, #6

#13, #2

#15, #4

If Bij=Q then ak=0

BII #π, #8, #5, #3

BIZ #14» #12» #9, #6

#21 #13, #9, #5, #2

#22 #15, #12, #8, #4

There are two cases:
Case (I) BuBu
From (3. 12) a^O for /=15, 14, 13, 11, 6, 4, 3, 2. Hence (3. 10) reduces to

Πy0,=0 where runs over {16, 12, 10, 9, 8, 7, 5, 1}. But Π0^,^8Ay^O. Hence
Πyβ/z)ΞΞθ where y runs over (16, 12, 10, 9, 8, 7, 5, 1}.

Case (II) BuB^BziB^z =0. We divide into two subcases: subcase (A) Bu=Q
and subcase (B) Bn^Q.

In the subcase (A), ΩJ(Z)Ξ=Q with BιΛjB2ij^O for at least one of; (;=16, 12, 10,
9, 7, 1). In the subcase (B), β/z)=0 with BlhjB2ij^Q for at least one of y (y=16,
12, 9, 8, 7, 5, 1).

By summarizing the results obtained so far, we can conclude that: (3. 8) implies
that β/z)Ξ=0 with BlhjB2ij^Q for at least one of j (j=16, 12, 10, 9, 8, 7, 5, 1).

We first consider the case when £/z)=0 and BιhjB2ij^O for y=16, 12, 5, 1.
Now hj=lj=3, 2, 1 and 0 for y=16, 12, 5 and 1, respectively. Further S^F^ in the
equation 0/z)=0 for y=16, 12, 5, 1. Thus for/ (y=16, 12, 5, 1), Ωj(z)=0 implies that
Hlp==H2p if #ip^0, and H1N=H2N, if ΆN^Q, by Lemma 3. 1. Assume #ιp^0.
Then δi=0 (ί=0, 1, — , 6) where bt's are given by (3. 3). But in (3. 11) we have
k+lj=hj+k (A=0, 1, 2, 3) since hj=lj. Hence we have

(3. 13) (*=0, 1, 2, 3).
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Put 4=0 and 3 in (3. 13). Since BwB^B,h.B2ι.B^B^^ and h3=l3 for ; = 16, 12, 5
and 1, we have

£i*E=52fc2<8-*><»r-»2> (4=0, 1, 2).

Thus if ffip^O then Ωj(z)=0 O'=16, 12, 5, 1) implies that #ι=#2 and Blk= Bztz"-**
<»ι-»2> (β=o, 1, 2). If flip=0, then fli^O. Then by interchanging p and N in the
above argument we have the the same results.

It remains to examine the case when Ωj(z)=Q and BihjBzij^Q fory=10, 9, 8, 7.
As before, we note that in (3. 11) S**ψ for /=10, 9, 8, 7. Hence by Lemma 3. 1,
we see that Ωj(z)=Q O'=10, 9, 8, 7) implies that Hlp=-H2p if #^0, and H1N~
~H2N if flitf^O.

Assume Hιp^0. Then Hιp=—H2p and hence ^=0 (f=0, 1, •••, 6) where '̂s are
given by (3. 4). We rewrite (3. 11) into the following form:

Ξθ.
/

(3. 14) Σ βlΛ&ZwS*"1^2***1*^
fc = 0\

By comparing (3. 4) and (3. 14) together with lj—k=(3—k)—hj for A=0, 1, 2, 3
we have

^ (4=0, 1, 2, 3).

By essentially the same argument we have

Blk = ̂ "̂  ^ w- « c»ι+»2) (ft = o, 1, 2).

Now clearly (3. 6) and (3. 7) cannot hold simultaneously, for otherwise
= 0, a contradiction. This completes the proof. (q.e.d.)

LEMMA 3. 3. Suppose that

(3. 15) fs

with the properties that: (i) H(z) and L(z) are non-constant regular functions in D
with HQ=LQ=O. (ii) Ai(z) and Bi(z) (i~l, 2) are regular functions in D such that
Ai(z)*sQ, Bi(z)*Q, Aι(z)*tAz(z) and B1(z)^B2(z). (iii) m(r, Ai)=o(m(r, eL)) if Lp^0,
and m*(r, At)=o(m*(r, eL)) if LN^Q, and m(r, Bi)=o(m(r, eH)) if Hp^0, and m*(r, Bt)
= 6>(m*(r, eH)) if HN^$, as r-^oo outside a set of finite measure, (iv) f(z) is a
meromorphic function in D. Then we have that either H(z)^L(z) and Bι(z)^Ai(z)
for i=l, 2, or H(z)=-L(z) and Bi(z) = I/Ai(z) for i=l, 2.

Proof. Let f(z) be meromorphic and G(z) regular in D such that /3G is regular.
Let Ns(r, 0, /8G) be the N-ί unction of double zeros of /3G, counted simply. Then
we have

(3. 16) ΛΓ3(r, 0, /8G)^M(r, 0, G).
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Set G(z)=(eH-Bl}(eH-B2γ and g(z)=(eL-A1)(eL-A2)
2. Assume Πp^0. Then by

Lemma 1. 4 and Lemma 1. β we have (1— 0(l))ra(r, eπ)~N2(r, 0, eπ—B1)—N()(r, 0, e11

-#!, eH-B2)^N2(r, 0, G)^N2(r, 0, eL- AJ+N*(r, 0, <?L- Aί9 eL-Az)+2Nl(r> 0, ̂ -Λ)
+2M(n 0, eL-A2)~(l+o(l))m(r, eL\ i.e., (l-tf(l))w(r, en)^(l+o(l))m(r, eL) as r-+oo
outside a set of finite measure. On the other hand, JV8(r, 0, g)^N2(r, 0, eL — Λ2)
-7Vo(r, 0, **- Ai, e*- As)~(l-0(l))w(r, ̂ ) and N&, 0, G)^Nλ(r, 0, eπ-Bύ+N*(r, 0, ̂
- 52) + MO-, 0, ̂  - Bz) — (1 + o(l))m(r, eH). From (3. 16), A7

3(r, 0, /8G)=M(r, 0, g)
^•Nι(r, 0, G). Hence (1— <9(l))m(r, ^L)^(l+<9(l))m(f, £H) as r-^oo outside a set of finite
measure.

Hence m(r, eH)~m(r, eL} as r— >oo outside a set of finite measure.
Let Nί(r, 0, G) be the ^-function of zeros of G of order at least three,

counted multiply. Then N(r, oo,f')^Nί(r, 0, G) ̂  2M(r, 0, eH -BJ+ΪNάr, 0, eπ-B2)
r, 0, eH-Blt e

H-B2)=o(m(r, eH}\ and N(r, 0, f)^Nί(r, 0, g)^2M(r, 0, ^L-^.ι)
r, 0, ^L - Λ2) + 3N0(r, 0, e^ - Alt eL - A2)=o(m(r, eL)). Hence N(r, oo, /'//)

~o(m(r, eH)) as r— >oo outside a set of finite measure. But m(r, /V/)^O(log rT(r, /))
as r— >oo outside a set of finite measure (Nevanlinna [6]). Clearly, T(r, f)=O(m(r, e11)
+m(r, eL)) as r-^oo. Hence Γ(r, /'//) = rn(r, f / f ) + N(r, oo, f'ff) ^ O(log rT(r, /))
+6>(w(r, eH))=o(m(r, eH}\ i.e., T(r,f'/f)=o(m(r, eHJ) as r— >oo outside a set of finite
measure. Thus if Hp^0, then m(r, eH)~m(r, eL) and T(r,fflf)=o(m(r, eH)) as r— ̂ oo
outside a set of finite measure. We already assumed that m(r, Al)=o(m(r, eL}} and
m(r, Bi)=o(m(r, e11)) as r— >oo outside a set of finite measure. If Hp=§, then f/^^0.
By a similar argument for TV?, Nf, m*, 71*, etc., we have the same results for m*
and T*. Further ^(^(z^O and Λι

Thus we may apply Lemma 3. 2 to (3. 15) and we have either

-(A1+2A2)=-(B1+2B2),

or

\ -A1AI~-B1Bl

L= fly

i.e., either H(z)=L(z} and
for i=l, 2. (q.e.d.)

for ί=l, 2, or H(z)=-L(z) and
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§4 In this section we characterize R£S3(D) with P(R)=6. The following
theorem is an extension of a theorem due to Hiromi and Niino [2]:

THEOREM 4. 1. Let RcS^D). Then P(R)=6 if and only if R is conformally
equivalent to a surface SeS3φ) defined by y*=(zneH^-γ)(zneH^-δ)2, where (i) H(z)
is a non-constant regular function in D with Ho=Q. (ii) γ and δ are constants such
that γδ(γ—δ)^0. (iii) n is an integer (n=Q if D={z\\z\<oo}).

Proof. Suppose ReS*(D) is defined by y3=g(z) and P(R)=6. Then there exists
a meromorphic function fG?ΰl(R) with P(/)=6. We may assume that 0, #ι, a2, a3,
<24, oo are the six values which are not taken by /. Then / is a single-valued
regular function on R. Hence / satisfies (2. 3) and the defining equation of / is
given by (2.1) where 51(2), s2(z) and ss(z) satisfy (2. 4). By Remoundos' reasoning
[10] we have

/F(z,0) \

F(z, βl)

F(z, a,)

F(z, as)

\F(z,aί)J

=(i)

/Po N

Λ

P,*"'

P3e"*

Vp4e*'/

, (ϋ) Pi

where #, (j=2, 3, 4) is a non-constant regular function in D with fίjo=0 and
Pj = bjZUj O'=0,1, 2, 3, 4) with ^ being a non-zero constant and n} an integer (all
HJ are zero when D={2:||^|<oo}).

Case (i). We have

- 53=^0^°, (1)

5,=612
nS (2)

(4.1) J ^-^s1+flr2sa-53=62«"2^, (3)

ί?3—α^!+azs2—53=bzZn*eIIz, ( 4 )

\ αj—α45ι+^452—sΆ=btZn'eH4. (5)

Eliminating ^i, 52 and s3 from (1), (3), (4) and (5), we have

We rewrite this equation into the form: a2e
H2P+a'3e

H*p+aίeH*p=aί, where T(r, afi
=O(log r) as r-^oo.

If two of Hzp, Hsp, and H^p are identically zero then the remaining one is also
identically zero. So H2p=Hzp=If4p=Q in this case. Suppose H2p^Q and HZp^Q.
By Lemma 1. 3 we may assume that H2p and H3p are dependent, i.e., H2p=Hzp in
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l^|z|<oo. Then we have (a(+a'^eHw+a(eHw=a(. If eH'p=Q in l^|*|<oo then
it would force H2p=Q, a contradiction. Hence eIIiP^0 in l^|z|<oo. Again by
Lemma 1.3 we have that aί=Q, H2p=H4p and a'2+a'3+aί=Q in l^|2|<oo. Thus
either H2p=H3p=H^p=Q and a'2+a'3+a(=a( or H2p=H3p=H^p^O, a(=Q and a'2+a'3
+#4=0 in l^|z|<oo. By a similar argument for the HJN in a'2-}-a'3-\-at=a{, we have
the following:

(4.2)
and

Next we eliminate Si, 52 and 53 from (1), (2), (3) and (4) in (4. 1), and then
substitute Hz=Hs=H,ns=n^=n and ^0=0. Then we have

(4. 3)

From (4.1), (4. 2) and (4. 3), we have

1 , ,

2 — α») = 0.

Case (ii). By a similar argument and computation, we have

1 τ

By a similar method due to Hiromi and Niino [2] we have

?g=A(zneH-γ)(zneH-d)\
(4.4)

where A, γ and δ are non-zero constants with Aγδ(γ—δ)^Q and \>(z) and μ(z) mero-
morphic functions in D with the properties as described in Lemma 2.1.

Let Gι(z)=(zneH-γ\zneH-dγ and G2(z)=(zneH-r)
2(zneH-δ). Then Gι(s) and

G2(z) are admissible for S3(£>). Let RιtS*(D) and R2sSs(D) be defined by τ/3=Gι(<0
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and wό=Gz(x\ respectively. Then by Lemma 2. 2 we see that R is conformally
equivalent to Ri and R2.

The proof for the converse is the same as in [2]. (q.e.d.)

§ 5. For our convenience, we define the following: (i) (m, H, a, β)D is a symbol
where H(z) is a non-constant regular function in D with H0=Q, m is an integer
(m=Q when D={z\\z\<oo}) and α, β are distinct non-zero constants, (ii) (m, H, a, β)D

= (n, L, γ, δ)D if and only if m = n, H = L, a = γ, and β =δ. (iii) f(m, H, α, β)D

ΞΞ(zmeπ-a)(zmeH-βγ. (iv) S(m, H, a, β)D is a surface in S3φ) defined by ys

=f(m, H, α, β)D.
Suppose R€S ό(D) is defined by y*=g(z) and P(R)=6. Then from (4.4) there

exists a symbol (m, H, a, β)D such that g(z) satisfies

)=/(w, H, a, β)D,
(5. 1)

ι&z)g\z)=f(m, H, ft α)*,

where 1 (̂2) and μι(z) are meromorphic functions in D with the properties as
described in Lemma 2. 1.

Suppose there exists another symbol (n, L, γ, δ)D such that g(z) satisfies

vl(z)g(z)=f(n, L, γ, δ)D,
(5. 2)

where y2(^) and ^2(2) have the same properties as IΊ(Z) and ^1(2), respectively.
From (5. 1) and (5. 2) we have

where

By Lemma 3. 3, we have either

TT r a ϊ j β d TT τ a *n Λ β *n

H^L,— = — and — Ξ— , or ^-L, 7m-Ξ— and — Ξ— .

Thus either (w, f/, α, β)D=(n, L, 7, 5)1? or (m, H, a, β)D=(—m, — L, l/j , l/δ)D. By
Lemma 2. 2 we see that R is conformally equivalent to the following four surfaces
in S3(Z>):

S(«, L, 7, δ)/,, S(«, L, δ, r)z>, S(-w, -L, r1, δ-^D and S(-w, -L, r1, r%

Let (w*, L*, r*, δ*)D be the one of the following four symbols: (n, L, γ, δ)D,
(n, L, 5, τOz>, (-w, -L, r1, r1)^ and (-n, -L, r1, Γ% such that | r* [ ̂  |δ*| and
O^arg γ*^> arg ^*<2π. We denote (n*, L*, 7-*, 3*)^ simply by (n, L, 7-, δ)J. Then for
given g(^), if RζSB(D) is defined by y*=g(z) and P(7?)=6, then there corresponds
a unique symbol (w, L, ,̂ δ)g such that g and /(«, L, y, δ)$ have the relation (5. 1).
To emphasize this fact, we sometimes denote (n, L, γ, δ)$ which is determined by
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g(z) by («, L, γ, δ; g(z))D.
Now the problem of the existence of analytic maps among surfaces RςS s(D)

which are defined by y*=g(z) with P(K)=6 may be carried over to the same type
of problem among surfaces S(n, L, γ, δ] g(z))D.

Let #ι€S3(Λ) and R2<=S3(D2) be given with P(R1)=P(R2)=6 where Λt (ί=l, 2)
is denned by y*=Qi(z), respectively. Here Di is either the domain {z||2|<oo} or
{z|0<|z|<oo}, and so is Dz. Suppose there is a non-trivial analytic map from
S(m, H, α, β; QI(Z))DI into S(n, L, γ, <5; QZ(Z))DZ. Then by Lemma 2.1 there is a single-
valued non-constant regular function h(z) in Zλ such that either u3(z)Gι(z)=G2°h(z),
or μ\z)G\(z)=Gz°h(z\ where ι>(z) and ^(2) have the properties as described in the
lemma and Gι(z)=f(m, H, α, β)Dl and G2(z)=f(n, L, γ, δ)o2.

If v*(z)Gι(z)=Gz h(z) holds, then
which can be written in the form:

(5. 3) fl

where

If μ*(z)Gl(z)=Gz*h(z) holds, then

(5.4) /^X^^-S^X^^-A^^^^-AWX^

where

J* ' zm(zmeH~β)μ(zY

and Q, Bi, B2, A! and A2 are the same as in (5. 3).
If Dz—{z\\z\<oo] then n=0 and if D2={z\Q<\z\<oo}, then h(z) omits zero.

Hence in both cases, Bι(z) and Bz(z) are regular in A. Similarly, ^1(2) and ^2(2)
are regular in A. Clearly Q(z) is a non-constant regular function in A with Q0=0,
and fι(z) and fz(z) are both meromorphic functions in A-

Suppose Qp^O. Now £#C2°—# (#^0) is a transcendental regular function in
l^iM <°° with infinitely many zeros. Hence by Lemma 1. 5, m(r, h)=o(N(r, 0, eQ—ά)).
But N(r, 0, eQ—ά)^N2(r, 0, ^Q—ά)+2Nι(r, 0, ^—α)^(l+o(l))w(r, ^β). Hence m(r, h)
= o(m(r, e®}\ Thus m(r, Bi)=o(m(rJ e®)) for f=l, 2, as f—>oo outside a set of finite
measure. Clearly m(r, Al}—o(m(rί eH)) for f=l, 2, if HP^Q.

If Qp=0 then Q^^O. By a similar argument, we have m*(r, Bi)=o(m*(r, e®)\
as f—>oo outside a set of finite measure. If Hπ^Q, then m*(r, ^)==<9(w*(r, βH)) for
ί=l, 2.

Hence we may apply Lemma 3. 3 to each of (5. 3) and (5. 4) and have that in
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the case (5. 3), either Q=H, Bι(z)=Aι(z) and B2(z)=A2(z), or Q=-H, BI(Z)Έ=I/AI(Z)
and B2(z)==l/Az(z), i.e., either H=L*h-(L°h\ and r/a=δ/β=chn(z)z-m, or Π=-L°h
+(L°A)o and aγ=βδ=chn(z)zm

y where c=e<L°h\
If one of m and w is zero then so is the other. Hence either m=n=0 or mn$=0.
If m=n=Q, then we have either H=L°h—(L°h)0 and γ/a=δ/β=c, or H=—L°h

+(L°/Oo and aγ=βδ=c. If mn^Q, then either

H=L(azq), m=nq, -^-=a and — =β,
a d

or

-H=L(azq), -m=nq, -̂ r = — and - r̂ = -y.

In the case (5. 4) we have the results which are obtained from the results in
the case (5. 3), by interchanging a and /3.

Thus we proved the necessity part of the following:

THEOREM 5. 1. Suppose R^S^Di) and R2^Sz(D2} are defined by y'ό=gι(z) and
w*=g>2(x), respectively y and P(Rι}=P(Rz)=§. Let (m, II, α, β\ Q\(Z')}DI and (n, L, γ, δ',
<jz(z))D2 correspond to gι(z) and g2(z) respectively.

Then there exists a non-tivial analytic map from Rι into R2 if and only if one
of the following two statements is true:

(i) m=n— 0 and there exists a single-valued non-constant regular function h(z)
in Di such that

(ii) mn^O and there exist a non-zero integer p and non-zero constant c such
that

(np, L(cz*\ -i-, -4) * =(w, H, a, β\ gι(z))Dl.
\ C C / DI

Proof. We need to prove only sufficient part, and it is easy.
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